
Discover the MOS token that connects all
projects on the Mosaico platform.

Experience and contribution from over 28 prepared projects for tokenization,
creating an application for personal tokenization, over a million platform visits,

PLN 13 million of capital raised for our clients, we are closing in the MOS token.

Swap your tokens 
for the new ones

Freedom to exit your
investment when granting
crypto-loan

The new DeFinition of investment

Earn from all ICOs in USDT

Programmed profits from
all projects



Our basic principles

Assets interoperability
The MOS token is designed to create a bridge in earning from various tokens and cryptocurrencies that exist
or will exist in the future, without limiting access or implementation possibilities.

Accessibility for everyone
We try to create a system that is available to everyone. And its value is dictated by all the elements that make
it up. Our value is built by projects that participate in our system.

Transparency of participation in DeFi
You decide how you want to participate in the system at the moment. The MOS token gives you the eternal
right to passive earning and the opportunity to acquire tokens in new ICOs in exchange for wMOS tokens
produced by you. Regardless of the action, the MOS token always stays with you. And we don't charge any
commission from your decisions.



Tokenization as a model for transferring real assets to the crypto market has become a revolution among traditional financial market
players.

You've probably heard that almost anything can be tokenized - securities, end products, land in Tuscany, real estate, solar energy. Each
new project sees a new, innovative way to invest in these assets. Tokenization improves the current processes of raising funds by
companies and passive multiplication of capital by investors.

Each new project carried out as part of ICO, IDO etc. for the investor it means adapting to the new solution proposed by the issuer.
Which ensures diversification of the investment portfolio.

We have noticed the need to use real assets as collateral in DeFi protocols.
And in turn, these real assets have been transferred into the crypto world using tokenization.

The new DeFinition of investment.
DeFi plus tokenization.



DeFi as unlimited access to financial services is primarily the transparency of transactions and reducing the number of intermediaries and
the costs of using the products offered. With DeFi, you can perform the same operations as those handled by banks - earn interest,
borrow and make loans. In our case, loans will be provided by external entities in exchange for a payment cryptocurrency in the
technological ecosystem of the MOS token.

The MOS token will be a bridge between the benefits of tokenization and the ease of multiplying capital through DeFi. The value of the
MOS token will be determined by the projects in its circulation. The MOS token as an element of the tokenization platform represents
the value of all projects carried out by the platform, and in the future open to the entire world of cryptocurrencies.

We have noticed the need to use real assets as collateral in DeFi protocols.
And in turn, these real assets have been transferred into the crypto world using tokenization.

The new DeFinition of investment.
DeFi plus tokenization.



Powered by mosaico
Who we are?

We have over 4 years of experience in the crypto industry.
As the Mosaico platform, we are a technological solution that
enables tokenization of not only projects, but even entire
companies.

We used the potential of blockchain technology and
combined it with the idea of equity crowdfunding to create
the first in Europe, fully technological tokenization platform in
Europe operating in the SaaS model (i.e. Software as a
Service).

Our mission and goal was to facilitate the acquisition of
capital based on the technology of public trust, while
democratizing access to attractive investment opportunities
and diversification of portfolios.

As one of the first, we noticed the huge potential of
tokenization. By analyzing the market situation (especially in
Poland), as well as the level of knowledge of our potential
clients, we decided that providing the software itself in the
SaaS model is not yet a guarantee of their success.

The current market is not yet ready to use this technology
and the opportunities offered, so we decided to expand our
team with specialists who will additionally provide legal and
business services. The holistic approach of the Mosaico team
is aimed at supporting issuers on their way, as well as
educating the entire market: both issuers and their future
investors.



Powered by mosaico
How was our platform created?

It all started with the Sapiency project. When our team was
working on the creation of a personal brand market in 2019,
the idea of creating a new platform emerged. It would be used
to manage investors who purchase tokens and
cryptocurrencies.

Very quickly, the idea, inspired by the personal brands market,
passed to the implementation phase. Mosaico was created for
a year under the watchful eye of 10 experts. The result of
their work is a platform that allows you to issue blockchain-
based tokens and manage the investor base.

In order to ensure the highest possible security standards, our
tool enables customer verification (KYC) and uses the AML
procedure.

However, the platform's market advantages are not over with
advanced security. It's no secret that the way the funds are
transferred is an integral part of any transaction. The Mosaico
platform is integrated with the Kanga Exchange, which makes
its payment processor and asset portfolio available to our
issuers and investors. This is a huge advantage as it makes
investing a quick, simple and intuitive process.



How was our platform created?

At the time of implementation, Mosaico was a highly
innovative project, as evidenced by, inter alia, the fact that it
was the only platform of this type in Poland and one of the
few in the world. Moreover, it allowed (and still allows) issuers
to make significant money savings.

Previously, organizing and conducting an ICO or STO was a
very costly undertaking, because issuers had to build their
own tools for this purpose. This significantly increased their
costs of obtaining money.

Mosaico solves this financial problem of issuers, because we
provide the appropriate software in the SaaS model (Software
as a Service) in the form of a paid subscription. This allows to
significantly reduce the costs of issuing tokens of our clients.
For a few thousand zlotys, we provide solutions worth many
times more, so that everyone can raise capital for the
implementation and development of their projects. We do it
in line with the idea of democratization and equal
opportunities, which is the DNA of cryptocurrencies and
Blockchain technology.

Powered by mosaico



Our records

acquired capital for tokenized projects

ov
er 12.5 million prepared for tokenization

28 projects

projects published on Mosaico

25 issues

monthly visits to the platform

over 117 thousand

reach of our Facebook posts

nearly 400 thousand

platform visits

ov
er 1.17 million

experience in the crypto industry

ov
er  4 years



The MOS token is an element of the infrastructure that allows you to  benefit from both tokenization and decentralized finance.
Diversify your wallet with one token, the MOS token.

transparent earning conditions, passive income distributed through PoS;

assets generating income through PoS should be a little unstable as possible,
generates a constant income to be distributed amongst stacking entities;

A protocol will allow token borrowing and the provision of a liquidity pool in
exchange for wrapped wMOS tokens. By acting as a liquidity agent, you can
participate in the entire ecosystem without the need to buy MOS tokens.

The community will decide on any other key matters relating to protocol
development and economic stability, including the selection of assets that may be
admitted as collateral for high-risk projects.

The perfect solution for mixing tokenization with DeFi will meet the following criteria:

Acquisition of 1% of tokens from
projects run on the mosaico
platform

Accepting new projects, with an
open secondary market. Through
the possibility of freezing tokens in
third-party smart contracts.

The economic and business model of
the MOS token is based on two
segments:

                             

MOS token. One token, endless possibilities 



1% of tokens taken up by mosaico:
0,5% of the pool goes to the Proof-of-Stake
functionality;
0,5% of the pool is intended for claiming (i.e.
receiving a given asset directly for the portfolio
of the interested party);

The investor enters the project by purchasing a
MOS token;

In the case of including tokens in the initial offer, the
presented model is based on four main assumptions:

Token MOS can be user in two was:
freeze in the Proof-of-Work protocol and earn passively on all
projects in the ecosystem in USDT stable-coins;
wrapping MOS tokens to receive wMOS tokens:

wMOS tokens are the basis for claiming new tokens from
upcoming ICOs on the Mosaico platform. In other words,
exchange wMOS tokens for new project tokens; 
You can always get the MOS token from wrapping and earn
passively in PoS;

Thanks to participation in DeFi Mosaico, the following are on your
wallet:

profit in USDT;
new tokens for upcoming projects. 

The MOS token is an element of the infrastructure that allows you to benefit from both 
tokenization and decentralized finance. Diversify your wallet with one token, the MOS token.

MOS token. One token, endless possibilities



The assumptions of the MOS
token business model are
presented in the diagram:

MOS token. One token, endless possibilities



The MOS token is an element of the infrastructure that allows you to benefit from both tokenization and decentralized finance.
Diversify your wallet with one token, the MOS token.

MOS token. One token, endless possibilities

The entity gives a loan by minting the assets accepted in DeFi Mosaico;

Thanks to the mint functionality, it receives wMOS tokens:
The longer the loan duration, the more tokens wMOS receives for its service; 

You can wMOS tokens:
Exchange for new tokens of upcoming ICO projects at Mosaico,
trade on the secondary market,
Exchange via a swap for a MOS token to be able to earn passively in the PoS protocols;

To exit the investment, add the same number of wMOS tokens to the smart contract as received in point 1. Remember to do this
before the declared loan term. Otherwise, the borrowed asset becomes the property of Mosaico.

Participation in DeFi by giving a loan in tokens/cryptocurrencies:



MOS token. One token, endless possibilities

These assumptions of the
MOS token are presented in
the diagram:



Distribution of issued tokens

Reserve

Marketing

Team

ICO

19.47 %

12 %

Private Sale

Token sales rounds

Pre-ICO

ICO

PLN 0.01

Token price

50 000 000

Number of tokens
in the round

Pre-Sale PLN 0.03 16 666 667

ICO 1 PLN 0.05 10 000 000

ICO 2 PLN 0.06 8 333 333

ICO 3 PLN 0.07 7 142 857

ICO 4 PLN 0.08 6 250 000

ICO 5 PLN 0.09 5 555 556

ICO 6 PLN 0.10 5 000 000

8 %

60.53 %



The analysis of the market and the offers of competing
companies proves that Mosaico is in many respects an
innovative and unique product on the Polish blockchain
market.

Providing technological tools, comprehensive legal and
business services, integration with the cryptocurrency
exchange and the use of procedures increasing the level of
security of transactions are the key, but not the only, reasons
for the platform's competitiveness.

Having a strong and well-established position among the just
starting tokenization platforms, Mosaico is ready to start a
global expansion, using the know-how gained so far.

After successful implementation and enthusiastic adoption of
the platform in our home yard, we are ready to conquer new
markets and expand our ranges. Our goal is to achieve
recognition of the Mosaico tool around the world.

We already have technological competences and we are
constantly expanding them with the latest knowledge. We
want to reach far beyond Poland with them and act globally.
In order to be able to implement this goal, we must create a
canon based on knowledge and authorities in individual
countries.

The way to achieve our ambitious goal is to build a network
of active Advisors educated in the field of tokenization. We
consistently implement this assumption, building their first
group in Poland, ready to expand it with foreign members.

Our market



In order to launch our project on the global market, we
divided our operating strategy into two main pillars.

The first of these pillars is to build your own base of foreign
investors. We achieve this goal using a global marketing
strategy that involves maintaining accounts and discussion
threads on the most popular crypto portals such as: Telegram,
Medium, Reddit, Bitcointalk ANN, Discord.

Soon we are also planning to implement bounty programs and
establish cooperation with the largest news platforms and
foreign IEO exchanges.

The second, but no less important element of our global
expansion strategy are marketing campaigns and cooperation
with agencies specializing in ICO processes.

It is important for us to acquire a wide network of Advisors in
each region who will attract issuers and lead these issues. In
addition, their tasks will also include establishing partnerships
with local stock exchanges, law firms and agencies, acting on
behalf of Mosaico.

Our market



Roadmap

4TH QUARTER 2019
Launch of MVP 

Mosaico (token pa ge 
gene rator, issuer 's 
KYC module and 

CRM)

1ST HALF 2020
Integration  with 

Kanga Exchan ge, 
affiliate p rogram v1

and first tokenization

1ST HALF 2021
Support au tomation, 

the fi rst off -chain PoS 
and enla rgeme nt of the 

project base

2ND HALF 2021
Introduction of airdrops and 

giveaways, affiliate p rogram v2, 
off-chain  wrap

2ND HALF 2022
DeFi contract, 

Mosaico Wallet

YEAR 2023
Mosaico DEX

2ND HALF 2020
Investor packa ges, 
certificates and 
tokenization of 
Palikot Barrels of Whisky

1ST QUARTER 2022
Automation, 
off-chain PoS

2ND Q UARTER 2022
On-chain PoS, 
on-chain  wrap



Our team

Rahim BlakRahim Blak
Mosaico CEO

Klaudia Jaszczyk
Project Manager

Adam Schimke
Mosaico COO

Wiola Podraza
Campaign Manager 

Aleksandra Serafin
Brand Manager

Michał Mrzygłód
Developer

Paweł Kuźniar
Developer



Join our community
in social media!

https://t.me/mosaicoai
https://twitter.com/mosaico_ai
https://www.facebook.com/mosaicoai
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mosaicoai
https://www.instagram.com/mosaico.ai/
https://discord.gg/zR93sU4D

